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- We acquired a new high resolution Springs
topography (HRT) dataset along 40
km of the Southern San Andreas
Painted
from north of Painted Canyon to
Canyon
Bombay Beach that will soon be
available on OpenTopography
Bombay
- Generated with sUAS RGB photoBeach
graphs and structure-from-motion
(SfM) processing, and georeferencing
from onboard-sUAS dGNSS with 3.5
Faults from USGS Fault Database
days field work and 3 days processing
- Point cloud (240 pts/m2, 8 x 109 total points, 30 km2), orthomosaic (5
cm pixels), DEM (10 cm pixels). (Compare to B4 LiDAR: 5.7 x 109 points
total, ~4 pts/m2)
- Refined methodology to rapidly collect well-georeferenced HRT and
orthoimagery of large area following a surface-rupturing earthquake
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North of Painted Canyon

Overview
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- 3. 5 days in the field
- 4 people, only 2 are necessary
- 1 vehicle
- GNSS reference station established each day (Septentrio PolaRX5 receiver +
Trimble Zephyr Geodetic II antenna). Locations marked by drilling holes in
boulders, so may be possible to reoccupy in future
- 22 ~1-hour flights (sUAS managed with Sensefly eMotion software)
- 15773 aerial photographs collected
- Sensefly eBee Plus fixed-wing sUAS: onboard multi-frequency dGNSS @ 1 Hz,
SODA 20 MPixel camera, 8 batteries
- Photo target overlap: 70% longitudinal and 75% lateral
- Checkpoints: 24 with target (allows horizontal uncertainty check), 151 bare
Earth
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- Southern San Andreas fault (SSAF) is an active fault that poses significant seismic hazard in Southern California
- Make HRT dataset available to the community
- Pre-event dataset for future surface-rupturing earthquake
- HRT dataset useful to examine fault zone geology and geomorphology
- B4 airborne LiDAR was collected in 2005 with now old technology
- SSAF is accessible and low vegetation so amenable to sUAS-SfM
- Refine ability to rapidly acquire large HRT dataset quickly
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Preliminary processing was done each night in the field on 3 GPU-equipped
laptops. Final processing done at UVU following the methods below.
dGNSS
- Reference station locations determined using OPUS (National Geodetic
Survey Online Positioning User Service), with precise ephemeri and 4:20 - 10
hour occupation times
- 1 Hz dGNSS positions of sUAS found using Sensefly eMotion software
(Septentrio), PPK method, relative to our local reference stations
- eMotion (Septentrio) calculates each camera position from 1 Hz dGNSS results, photograph time stamps, and orientation of sUAS (to calculate offset
between camera and GNSS antenna)
- Positions determined in ITRF2014 horizontal reference frame and ellipsoidal
heights
Structure-from-Motion (SfM)
- SfM processing done in Agisoft Metashape Pro
- Tie points / sparse cloud built on ‘highest’
- Camera dGNSS positions added
- Camera models optimized and large uncertainty tie points removed iteratively with repeated optimizations
- Dense cloud built on ‘high’
- Vertical bias relative to checkpoints was removed (~5 cm; typical of models
georeferenced with camera positions)
- Adjustments were made to two problem areas for which onboard dGNSS
failed
- Hardware: suite of five purpose-built workstations run as a parallel-processing cluster (52 hyper-threaded CPU cores, NVIDIA GPUs: 4 x 2080, 4 x 1080, 4
x 970); approximately 48 hrs computing time for camera alignment + dense
cloud generation.
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Differencing the 2005 B4 airborne lidar with our 2020 sUAS digital surface model shows fluvial activity and construction near Painted Canyon
and along the Coachella Canal. We do not see direct evidence of fault creep, although 3D differencing may show fault creep as has been done
for the central San Andreas fault (Scott et al., in review).

Change Detection
Imaged areas outlined in yellow on strip map to left

In the event of a surface rupturing earthquake, the B4 and our dataset will be complementary pre-event datasets given their varying spatial
resolution, aperture, texture and error sources. Additional sUAV surveys following the earthquake could also be incorporated into differencing
studies.
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Quality Control
- Checkpoints were measured with PPK dGNSS relative to our local reference
stations. 151 on bare earth, 24 with targets that allow horizontal
root-mean-square-error calculation
- Vertical RMSe: 4.5 cm
- Horizontal RMSe: 2.3 cm
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Challenges and Opportunities

- Poor or absent onboard dGNSS data for two flights
- Maintaining visual contact with sUAS, access to launch sites on fault
- Georeferencing offset between days
- Potential for sUAS damage
- Ability to upload ~5000 photos / day to remote server
Bombay
Beach
Local reference station
Checkpoint
Historically active fault
Holocene-L. Pleistocene
active fault
Faults from USGS Fault Database
ESRI Imagery
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- Ability to cover > 10 km2 per day in field; onboard dGNSS provides excellent
georeferencing with much less labor than GCPs
- Rapid preliminary processing
- Rapid high resolution processing with cluster of high-performance machines
- Potential to quickly produce large HRT data set following a surface-rupturing
event
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